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1. INTRODUCTION 
In his pioneering work, Whitman [1] first introduced a general approach to linear and nonlinear 
dispersive wave phenomena using the averaged variational principles. Luke [2] first explicitly 
formulated a variational principle of two-dimensional water waves in an unbounded ocean and 
showed that the equations of water waves with nonlinear free surface and boundary conditions 
can be derived from the Hamilton principle. Subsequently, Debnath [3,4] presented a variational 
formulation of nonaxisymmetric water waves, and of two-dimensional surface waves on a running 
stream of finite depth. 
This paper deals with a variational formulation of Rossby waves in a ~-plane approximation. 
Some conservation laws are derived from the basic nonlinear equations of Rossby waves. 
2. ROSSBY WAVES IN  A ROTATING OCEAN 
AND CLEBSCH TRANSFORMATIONS 
With turbulent momentum transfer neglected, the horizontal equations of motion for an in- 
viscid, incompressible, and homogeneous ocean of depth h in a rotating frame of reference are 
expressed in standard rotations (see [5]): 
Du 1 
n t  fv  = - -  Px, (2.1) 
P 
Dv + fu  = 1 
D--~ -pPY '  (2.2) 
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where the horizontal motion is uniform with respect o depth as in tidal flows, u = (u, v) is the 
velocity field, f = 2~ sin ¢ = f(y) is the Coriolis parameter at a latitude ¢, p is the density, p is 
the pressure, the x-axis is eastward, and the y-axis is northward. 
The equation of continuity is 
1 
ux + v~ = -~ ~t, (2.3) 
where ~ = ¢(x, y, t) is the free surface elevation. We assume that the pressure field satisfies the 
hydrostatic law so that p = gp(~ - z), where g is the acceleration due to gravity and z is the 
vertical direction. 
The Clebsch transformation (see [5, p. 248]) u = V¢ + AV#, where ¢, A, and # are generalized 
potentials, is necessary for formulating a variational principle. In this problem, the explicit form 
of the Clebsch transformation is given by 
u = Cx + ~/~x -- fA, 
v = Cy + A/ty -- f#, 
-P- = ¢~ + ~t  + 1 (u2 + v2) 
p 2 • 
A variational principle in terms of the potentials ¢, A, and # is 
& / / /  Ldxdydt = O, 51 
D 
(2.4) 
(2.S) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
where 
L = -p  Ct + ~t  + ~ (u 2 + v 2 , (2.8) 
and D is an arbitrary region in (x, y, t)-space. 
We next show that variations of (2.7) with respect o ¢, A, and # lead to a set of equations 
which are equivalent to the Rossby wave equations. The variation with respect o ¢, A, and # 
gives 
t2 ~ z2 f OL 5 OL 5 . OL OL 
t l  Yl x l  
OL OL OL 6 x OL ] 
The term associated with ¢ in the integrand of (2.9) is 
OL OL OL 
OCt &¢t + "~x &d~x + ~ &¢p = &~bt + (¢x + A#x - fA)6¢x + (¢y + A#~ - f#)&¢y. (2.10) 
The first term in (2.9) gives 
t l  y l  x l  t t  Yt ~,tt 
t$ Y2 
t l  Yl 
t2 ~2 
tz Yl 
Tb.i8 can easily be verified by applying the Leibnitz rule to the first term of the right-hand side 
of (2.11). Similar argument is used to simplify each term on the right-hand side of (2.9). 
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The second term in (2.9) is 
/// //o 
(¢x % A#x - fA) 6¢x dx dy dt = ~x (¢x + A#x - /A )  5¢ dy dt 
'~ Yt xt t~ Yt 
'2 Y2x2 
- f f f(,== +A=,~ +A,~_ fAx)SCdxdydt 
t2 Y2 t2 Y2 
Ox2 dy dt + (¢x + A#x - fA) 5¢]x=x ' Ox - (¢~ + A,x - IA) ~¢]x=x. 0z  
t l  Yl t l  Yl 
(2.12) 
The third term in (2.9) is 
t l  Yl Xl t l  Yl 
t2 Y2 x2 
- f f f ( ,w  + Av,v +A,~- a , -  f#v)  6¢dxdydt  
t~ y~ xt  
'2 X2 '2 22 
Oyl 
OY2 dydt + f f [(¢~ + A#v-  f#)6¢]~=~, Oy f f[(,~ + ~,~ _ f#)  &ely=u, 
tt  x l  ' t  xl  
dy dt 
- -  dy dt. 
(2.13) 
The fifth through eighth terms in the integrand of (2.9) are associated with # give 
OL 5 OL 5 OL OL 
+ (¢y + A#v - I#)A6# + icy + AI.~u -- #f)f6#. (2.14) 
As with terms involving ¢, terms associated with A and # can be handled similarly. Combining 
all terms involving ¢, A, and #, equation (2.9) leads to the following: 
I (¢xx + AxPx + A#xx -- fax + d@y + Ay#v + A#y,# - fy# - flzy) &¢ ] 
r r f'2"x2[ +[ ( , ,+(¢x+A,x - fA) (#x- f )+(%+A,~- f , ) ,~) ]&A | 
| / 
+(¢~ + A#v - f#) f  
where terms involving conservation law and boundary data vanish. 
Since 6¢, 6A, and 6# are arbitrary, this equation yields the following results: 
dx dy dt = O, 
(2.15) 
(¢xx + Az/Ax + APxx -- fax) + (¢~ + Au#u + A#vv -- tip -- f#v) = 0, 
#t + (¢x + Apx - fA)(px - f)  + (¢v + A#v - f#)#~ = O, 
(2.16) 
(2.1~) 
At + (dpxx + Ax#x + A#xx - fAx)A + (¢x + Apx - fA)Ax 
+(dpyy + Aupu + Apz#u - fll.z - f~y)A + (¢~ + A#u - fp)Av + (¢~ + A#u - flz)f = O. 
(2.18) 
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Using (2.16), equation (2.18) leads to the following: 
At + (¢= -{- Ap= - Af)A= + (¢~ -{- A#y - f#)Au + (d~y + A#y - fp ) f  = O. (2.19) 
In view of (2.4) and (2.5), equation (2.16) leads to the continuity equation 
Ou Ov 
+ = o. (2.20) 
Expressing (2.17) and (2.19) in terms of total derivative yields 
DA 
At + uA= + vA u + fv  = --~ + fv  = 0, (2.21) 
#t + u#= + v#u - fu  = D# fu  = O. (2.22) 
Dt 
These are equivalent to the original Rossby wave equations. 
SPECIAL CASES 1. For an inviscid incompressible and nonrotating fluid flow, the Clebseh trans- 
formation is 
u = V¢ + AV#, (2.23) 
P z 
The corresponding variational principle is 
6I =6 f f  p [¢, + A#, + I (v¢+ AVI~) 2] dxdt =O. (2.25) 
R 
According to the standard procedure of the calculus of variations, result (2.25) gives 
6¢ : V.  u = 0, (2.26) 
6A: = 0, (2.27) 
DA 
6# : ~ = 0. (2.28) 
For an irrotational and nonrotating flow, A and # ate ignored from (2.23), and hence, u = V¢ 
which leads (2.26) to the Laplace equation in ¢. However, to derive the free surface and boundary 
conditions for water waves, the external force changes the pressure so that 
= ¢t + 1(V¢)2 + gz. (2.29) 
P z 
This leads to the variational principle formulated by Luke [2] as 
[7: } D 
where D is an arbitrary region in the (x, t) space. 
This gives full equations of water waves with the nonlinear free surface and boundary conditions 
(see [2-4]). 
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3. CONSERVATION LAWS FOR ROSSBY WAVES 
In two-dimensional incompressible f ows, it is often convenient to introduce a stream function ¢
defined by 
u ~, ¢~ and v ~ -¢x,  (3.lab) 
where ¢ = -g ( / f .  We assumed here that flow is almost geostrophic. The vertical component of 
vorticity is given by 
OJ = V x - -  Uy  ~-- --V2~- (3.2) 
Eliminating the pressure leads to the vorticity equation which given the full nonlinear Rossby 
equation for ¢ as 
0 0--~ (V2 - a2) ¢ + (¢YV2¢x - CxV2¢Y) + ~¢x = 0, (3.3) 
where 
f2 
a 2 - - -~ ,  c 2=gh,  and ~=f ' (y ) .  
The theory of the corresponding linearized Rossby wave equation without the middle term 
in (3.3) is investigated by many authors in great detail (see [5]). Here we would like to discuss 
conservation laws associated with (3.3). 
Equation (3.3) can be expressed as 
20¢ 0 0 
a ~ = --0x (¢=' + ¢~V2¢ + n¢) + ~ (¢~ - ¢=V2¢) • (3.4) 
Integrating this equation over a large domain D gives the right-hand side which is an integral 
along the boundary OD, and hence, vanishes. Thus, it follows that 
d[u ] -~ a2¢ dx dy = O, (3.5) 
when it follows that 
ii dy = dx constant. 
D 
This represents he conservation oftotal mass. 
We multiply (3.3) by ¢ and reorganize the terms to obtain 
(3.6) 
o( 
20tl 0 (¢~ + ¢2 + a2¢2) _-- ~x ¢~b=t + ¢~bvV2e + ;3¢2 + ~YY (~bCvt _ ~b~b=V2¢) (3.7) 
We integrate this equation over D and use the fact that integrals along the boundary vanish, 
so that the final result is 
' ) 
1) 
(3.s) 
The first two terms in the integrand represent the kinetic energy density and the third term 
gives the potential energy. Thus, the expression (3.8) describes the conservation of total energy. 
We rewrite (3.3) in the form 
o o a (¢=v~¢) ~ (v~- ~) ¢ = ~ (,~v~¢ + he) + ~ (3.9) 
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We integrate this equation over D to obtain the following, after eliminating the boundary terms 
/ (V2¢  -a2¢)  dx dy = constant. (3.10) 
D 
This represents he conservation of the total potential vorticity. 
Similarly, if we multiply equation (3.3) by (V 2 - a2)¢ and then reorganize the result on the 
right-hand side, it can be shown that 
ddt f f  (v2~) - a2¢)2 dxdy = O. (3.11) 
D 
This shows that 
f (V2¢  - a2¢) 2 dx dy = constant. (3.12) 
D 
This shows that the square of the potential vorticity is also conserved. 
It seems likely that there exist several other conservation laws which will be considered in a 
subsequent paper. 
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